
1. Remove outer packaging carefully and check all 
components have arrived and quantities are correct.

2. Check track mounting:

 

3. Check track mounting height and strip length to ensure 
correct clearance to the floor. Some heavy duty curtains are 
design to be mounted on the wall 200-300mm above the 
opening.

5mm - 10mm

10mm - 15mm

20mm plus

Please Note: Strips can take several days to hang true 
especially at low temperatures. PVC will shrinkand stretch 
with temperature changes, only trim your strips when they 
have stablilised.

4.  Mark top of track measurement to wall and use a spirit level 
to accurately mark level line. Head mounted tracks should 
be 10mm short to allow for bolts to slide in easily.

5. Drill head track on the centreline in face of track at approx. 
200mm intervals. (Closer if heavy duty application.)

 (For additional strength, where forklifts are in constant use 

 Use suitable fastener type to suit wall contruction. Use of 
construction adhesive is also recommended. 

6. Slide M6 bolts into the track keyway (ensure correct 
quantity).

7. Use spacer provided to evenly space bolts across head track.

8. Starting at one end of the head track place the 1st strip. 3rd 
and the 5th strip as shown below. Do not place washers and 
nuts until you have placed strips 2 and 4. This is important 
for the curtain to hang flat. Bolts through head track/strip/
washer/nut. (Hook on track does not require bolts etc.) 

9. Mark out centre of keyholes onto wall. Use screws and 
small plastic spacer provided. Fit screws until they just 
touch the spacer. Fit track into position and carefully 
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500 SERIES KEYHOLE REMOVABLE TRACK

Congratulations, you have successfully installed 

your Carona Group Strip Curtain!

HOOK ON TRACK 
FACE MOUNT

500 SERIES - UNDO SMALL SCREW 
AND REMOVE HEAD COVER.
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